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Writing?
How many of you have writing assignments?

Change? 
 How often do you change your assignments entirely?



Goals of most writing assignments
-identify and summarize key background info
-analyze, express, describe data
-interrelate data with others’ data, background information 
-draw conclusions, make suggestions
-find and read literature
-paraphrase and cite
-learn to follow instructions
-learn to write well

?



Traditional assignments 

Lab report & Scientific poster
Introduction
Results
Discussion
Conclusion



Scaffolding to manage
- Focus is on one section or a 

component 
- A complete report is required in 

both years
- Students in both 1st and 2nd year 

have provided positive feedback 
- Instructors find marking easier 

and learning better
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- �Students are learning to 
write with low stakes initially

- Instructors have time to 
provide better feedback   

- �key skills� are emphasized

- �Helps to plan their time, so 
procrastination is difficult
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Benefits



Change without Change
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Less traditional writing assignments

      Executive summaries
-background Objectives/relevance
-data
-interpretation Findings (interpretation, 
-conclusions recommendations)



                        Press Release
-conclusions,
-interpretation
-background   Body text
-data

(graphs in appendix)

Summary

Anti-bacteria Gorilla Glass announced
By Leo Kelion                 6 January 2014



SWOT analysis 
Introduction
Strengths--What results have the most potential? 
How does this system have potential?
Weaknesses--Are there any constraints to the 
current results or system?
Opportunities--How do these results fit into the 
big picture... 
Threats--Compare to another, more successful 
system.
Recommendations http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SWOT_analysis#/media/File:

SWOT_en.svg



Stakeholder’s report  
Sustainability report
-uses background and 
data to discuss feasibility 
of plans 
(ecological/financial)
 http://home.howstuffworks.com/common-cattail.htm



What other assignments do you 
use?

How do they fit the mandates?
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Choices?  Do you give them choice of assignments?
Samples? How many provide samples of writing?  
Are they annotated?  Are they the same topic as the 
assignment?
Drafts? Do you have them submit multiple drafts?  
Do you give marks for drafts?  For improvement?
Peer editing? 


